Expect more. We’ll deliver.

At TSD Engineering, we’re about your end result. We understand that our civil engineering services are part of your larger vision. That’s why we consider each project in the context of the total site design—offering expert consulting and collaboration that contributes to your success.

Expect more vision.
Our multi-disciplinary team of civil engineers has planned commercial projects, shopping centers, multi-family housing, residential and industrial projects. We consider, from start to finish, how our plans ultimately impact your finished development.

Expect more in the details.
We examine all relevant aspects of the project to establish a solid foundation that leads to more concise reports and studies. Plus, we present our reports clearly and professionally, with bindings, tabs and graphics that add authority and improve readability.

Expect more service.
We assign a single individual to oversee your project from start to finish, reducing the possibility of oversights and ensuring more efficient project management. Our entire team works with leading-edge software, database and research tools to ensure you receive the highest quality analysis, reports and plans. Plus, we keep the workflow moving with industry AutoCAD files that can be shared easily.

Expect more quality.
Based on over a decade of successful projects, our experts have developed a 70-point checklist that we apply to every single project. Expert project managers and engineers review all 70 points together to ensure consistency, compliance and accurate completion of project objectives.

Since our first project in 2003, our clients have learned to expect more from TSD Engineering. We combine the highest quality civil engineering professional services with a culture dedicated to exceeding expectations.

Go ahead. Expect more. We’re overachievers.

Licensed in CA, NV and OR.
Expect more. More green.

Sustainability has begun to permeate every aspect of the design and construction of buildings and infrastructure. TSD’s role as civil engineers is to support and advance the green agendas of architects, design-build professionals, public agencies, and private developers by optimizing materials and synergy that contributes to various architectural and engineering design/development disciplines.

TSD embraces the LEED rating system as a guide to current best practice and as a direct expression of its commitment to sustainable solutions. Concurrently, the firm is engaged in a process of discovering and applying the cutting-edge materials, systems, and analytical tools that will define best practice in the future.

TSD Engineering’s immediate sustainability commitment is to its clients and projects. Our engineers can design sustainable facilities, such as Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan, Hydrograph Modification Management Plan, and Storm Water Quality BMP’s and assess the feasibility and design for the available space allocation to implement such facilities. Although engineering has been underemphasized in sustainable design to date, TSD is looking forward to the future changes in this trend.

As always, TSD Engineering remains committed in offering more and delivering more.
Here are some of our clients in alphabetical order:

AGS
A.G. Spanos Companies

Bayside Church

Best Properties

Boos Development

CFY Development, Inc.

County of Sacramento

Elliott Homes
A Tradition of Quality since 1914

Hawkins Companies
Commercial Developers

Lifetime Fitness

McDonald’s

Niemi Development Partners, LLC

Standard Pacific
Making You Right At Home™

Taylor Properties Development Co.

Walgreens
The Pharmacy America Trusts

Westwood Homes, Inc.

Sacramento